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Goode Interiors, Inc.
...TRANSFORMING HOUSES INTO LUXURIOUS HOMES!

TRADITIONAL | TRANsITIONAL | CONTEMpORARy
Whether it’s a bedroom, kitchen, living room, or entire house

11100 Blue Palm St.,
Plantation, FL 33324

in traditional, French, tropical, or contemporary style, Goode

Office: 954.701.6149

your home, custom designed to your specific taste and needs!

sherribgoode@yahoo.com

Interiors guarantees to put the “WOW” factor into the look of

- SHERRI GOODE, DESIGNER, ASID ALLIED MEMBER

Fax: 954.475.8783

www.goodeinteriors.net
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MILLER’S

NEW iLOUVERTM TECHNOLOGY
CHANGING THE WAY WE LIVE OUTDOORS!

Affordable
Luxury
Lifestyle

iLouver Technology
• Smart Device Operation with full programmability
• Wind and Rain Sensors available with iLouver™
• iLouver Smart Motor with built in sensors

Design Options Louver Technology
• Superior Performance in Rain w/ Integrated Gutter System
• Corbel Ends available for traditional Pergola look
• Optional decorative façade for a distinctive look

www.absoluteoutdoorliving.com

Warranty & Colors
• 15 Year Limited Lifetime Transferrable Warranty
• 5 Standard Colors / PPG Premium Powder Coating
• Optional Arcadia Care / Extended Warranty

Experience & Recognition
• Arcadia’s National Dealer of the Year
• Experienced, Certified Installers with years of experience
• Full Project Management to see your job to completion

Financing Available. Ask your sales Rep for Details.

561-899-9888

Absolute Aluminum
FL License CGC #1515805

COME SEE US AT THE
PALM BEACH HOME SHOW!

WHAT WE OFFER

Miami-Dade & State of Florida
HVHZ Approved Doors
• Hurricane Impact Glass Doors
• Commercial Fire Rated Steel Doors & Frames
• French Doors • Bi-Fold and Pocket Doors
• Locks & Hardware
• Custom-Designed Units
• Residential Steel, Fiberglass
& Wood Doors
• Pre-Hung Doors & Mouldings

THE DOOR FACTORY

990 NW 36th Street, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33309

954.564.2834

Since 1973

info@thedoorfactoryfl.com

Licensed & Insured - Lic. CC#02-10499-FC

Monday - Friday: 8:00am - 5:00pm
Saturday: 9:00am - 12:00pm
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VIBRANT MODERN LIVINg
DEsIgN FIRM NXG Studio, Inc, N. Palm Beach
DEsIgNERs Noe X Guerra, AIA and Melissa Z. Guerra, ASID

When the clients first moved into their home in Palm Beach Gardens, FL from Atlanta, they immediately fell in love with the water view and potential improvements. It had a spacious layout,
high ceilings, large windows, natural light, and an intracoastal view; however, something was
missing. The kitchen and family room were partially closed off to the living room, bulky columns
and bearing walls were supporting the second floor, and the sliding doors to the back garden were
diminutive, which didn’t speak to their love of the Florida lifestyle – bringing the outdoors in.
That’s where Melissa and Noe stepped in! The plan was to minimize the existing
columns by wrapping them in narrow stainless-steel sleeves. “We also
demolished about a third of their kitchen, knocking down a long soffit
and cabinets that blocked the view of the family room and backyard,
eventually creating an open concept living space that represented their
flare for modern design while showcasing their individual style” said architect Noe Guerra. The end result is a vibrant, well-designed space that
feels both welcoming and visually exciting. NXG Studio provided the
following furnishings to enhance their current collection:

-CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE-

Self-professed techies, the clients loved the idea of incorporating modern technical enhancements to their home. The vertical LED strips
behind the custom built-in shelving are just the tip of the iceberg. “To preserve their view of the outdoors, we oriented the furniture
towards the water and installed a state-of-the-art suspension unit that allows their television to fold out of the ceiling when needed. We
reused the client’s existing chair and ottoman and used bright turquoise to contrast the burnt orange, creating an exciting and vibrant
palette for the space,” said Melissa. The client’s existing coffee table and Louis Vuitton side table were also reused from their personal
collection.

NXG Studio improved the interior architecture in a variety of
ways. By reducing the size of the columns supporting the second
floor and exposing the kitchen, a panoramic visual of the living
room, family room, and their incredible water view was provided.
Noe also designed a folding partition system to the patio that allows the doors to fold and tuck away, literally bringing the out-

doors in. This required a feat of structural engineering, which included increasing the height of the doors and by using a shallow
steel beam that would carry the load of the second floor. By keeping the walls light, the furniture is further emphasized and becomes
as visually interesting as is the client’s extensive art collection.
The furniture, as with the art, plays on pops of color and vibrancy.

The clients wanted a space that felt calming, modern, and zen. Playing with the concept of light and shadow
and using high contrast black and cream marble sets the mood for the space. In order to achieve the vision, the
walls needed to be structurally enhanced to support the weight of the marble. The closet doors were also clad
in marble as to be seamless, and a hinge system was designed that allowed the doors to virtually disappear
into the walls while making the doors easy to operate in spite of the weight.
An extensive LED lighting package provides indirect, soft lighting around the room. To continue the concept
of bringing the outdoors in, an oversized window was placed behind the tub with the frame also clad in marble
to appear as though it was just an opening through the marble, rather than a framed window.
-CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE -

One of the biggest challenges with the
rear elevation of the home was the
clients’ request to enlarge the windows
and doors to allow for an uninterrupted
view of the intracoastal. The result
provides access to the stunning backyard setting.

SOURCES
Living Room
Sofas: Loop and Company furniture
with Edelman leather
Pillows: Custom pillows with Missoni
fabric
Coffee table: Custom burlwood and
polished chrome
Lamps: Porta Romana
Counter Stools: Air Nova with Dedar
fabric

Dining chairs: Dranert furniture with
Dedar fabric
Rug: Stark Rugs
Kitchen/Family Room
Sectional: Arketipo with Ultrasuede
fabric from Majilite fabrics
Pillows: Custom pillows with fabric
from Edelman leather and Stark fabrics

“Personal Service • Reliable • Highly Qualified”
QUALITy ROOFINg sERVICEs

• Roof Repair & Roof Maintenance
• Roof Replacement: Flat Roofs, Shingle, Tile & Metal Roofs

CALL ABOUT OUR ROOFINg & CONsTRUCTION sERVICEs
2008 pRIsM AWARD WINNER FOR EXCELLENCE IN
DEsIgN & CONsTRUCTION
Licensed • Bonded • Insured CGC 058938 CCC-1327690

Quality Roofing & Construction

954.578.9117

www.srjcorp.com

CONTEMpORARy sIgNATURE sTyLE
Model Inspired with clean lines and Neutral fabrics
INTERIOR DESIGN Toby Zack Designs, Fort Lauderdale FL
TEXT Denise Roussakis
PHOTOGRAPHY Joseph Lapeyra

Khaki, tan and white, accented by the deep dark wood finishes on the chairs and
chromed metals for the table base.
The unit opened to an expansive living room with an equally grand wall of windows, affording a panoramic view of the Intracoastal Waterway and Atlantic
ocean beyond, the openness commanded the seating arrangement in the living
room to be floated in the center of the space allowing easy access to the den area;
the intimate and casual feel of the room was achieved by placing identical custom
made Toby Collection sofas facing each other and four Berman Rossetti arm
chairs all covered in the neutral khaki color Holly Hunt fabric; the monochromatic look extended to the throw pillows in the sofas and the Khaki linen area
rug; which outlined the conversation area. Glass side table tops and cocktail table
accessories where carefully curated to complement and balance the grouping
adding a translucent element to the design.
Dressing up the neutral wall color in the Living Room, Zack placed an Alberto
Magnani’s “Purple Jacket” with a minimalist dark wood frame as a complementing element to balance the grouping and continuing with the contrasting dark
hue from the rich wood in the armchairs. On the opposing wall, as an accent to
the entry of the Den, A Jim Dine’s “Red Bear” art completes the arrangement of
the Christian Liagre’s wall sconces and the minimalist candles on the table.

OUTDOOR DELIGHT

A warm South Florida day and the calming Intracoastal waterway view can be
experienced in the terrace seating in the classically styled Richard Schultz patio
furniture; with the expansive Atlantic Ocean view in the horizon an Alfresco
Dining is a must for the owners and their guests.

I

nspired by a Mizner Grand, Boca Raton Model designed by Toby Zack Designs, a
couple decided to make their winter retreat a unit in the same building and enlisted
Toby Zack Designs to create their fabulous retreat.

Creating a serene and casual setting in the living room and adjacent den was imperative;
to achieve a consistent look throughout the apartment Zack chose a neutral palette of
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FINE CUSTOM FURNITURE & CABINETRY

Wood
Wonders
Custom Furniture, Inc.

Entertainment Centers | Offices | Bedroom Furniture | Murphy Beds | Armoires and Nightstands | Kitchens
Bathrooms | Dining Room Tables and Buffets | Wall Units | Moldings | Shelving Units
Custom Treatments and Valances | Commercial Work

DESIGN, FABRICATION, FINISHING

6601 Lyons Rd., Suite #L-8, Coconut Creek, FL 33073 | 954.428.1010
www.woodwonders.info | wood1ders@aol.com
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Direct Importers of patio furniture and Fine One-of-A-Kind Oriental Furniture
• Art • Lamps • Screens • Statues • Bronzes, Planters, & more
- RETAIL & DESIGNERS -

Oriental Warehouse

GARDEN STATUES

WALL PANELS

GREAT SELECTION!

60 s. Federal Highway, Boca Raton

561.394.0656

FLORIDA DECOR

5710 NW 120 AVE
Coral Springs, FL 33076

For advertising information, call
954.825.1549 | floridadecor@bellsouth.net

